
MANAUS 



Tourism in the Amazon is great for its fascinating diversity of 
landscapes, fauna, flora, handicrafts, folklore and cuisine. Its abundant 
nature is exotic, magical and is the main star of this beautiful setting 





The capital of Amazonas is the gateway to the largest ecological reserve 

in the world, the Amazon rainforest. 

 

The city offers the visitors various types ample hotel chain, with hotels 

and urban jungle, regional and international cuisine, folklore and rich in 

ethnic handicrafts, legends and mysteries. 

 

Manaus has a rich historical and cultural patrimony and special tours 

offer the opportunity to meet, learn to respect the forest and people. 

 

It is also a contemporary and dynamic city with a strong industrial district, 

modern shopping malls and convention centers for events of any size. 

 

On vacation, business or just to breath the cleanest air on the planet, 

your next trip to the Amazon, will be unforgettable. 







At the height of the rubber cycle, Manaus was known as the "Paris Brazilian" 

and was the latex that has brought prosperity, luxury and wealth for the region. 

This is an essential tour to understand the grandeur of architectural collection in 

the middle of the Amazon rainforest. 



The life and customs of old rubber plantations in the Amazon. Paradise Village 

is a scenic city used in the movie "The Jungle," which later the Government of 

the State of Amazonas, through the Department of Culture, became the 

Museum of the Seringal 



The Meeting  of  Waters  is a natural phenomenon caused by the 

confluence of the Rio Negro with dark water and the muddy waters of 

the Solimões River. 



The tour to know the identity of the forest, walk through and have knowledge 

of the fauna, flora and products that the forest provides, with the opportunity 

to see closely the habits and customs of an authentic Indian village. 

 



A cidade, que é entrecortada por igarapé, apresenta vegetação nativa sendo 
ideal para a prática de ecoturismo oferecendo como atrativos: trilhas, 
cachoeiras, cavernas, paredões e corredeiras. 



sailing up on Negro river till the deck of Pink Dolphin. You may swim or 

simply take pictures of the Pink Dolphin. Then, there's a visit to the 

Rubber Plantation Museum. Return to Tropical Hotel with estimated 

arrival at 01:00 pm. 



The bumbá ox is the 

highest folk 

representation of 

northern Brazil 
. 



Com uma variedade tão grande de peixes, a culinária amazonense tinha mesmo que valorizar seu pescado. 

Os restaurantes locais oferecem peixes e outras iguarias em seus cardápios, junto com as saborosas frutas 

regionais que agradam e seduzem os paladares mais exigentes. Entre eles, destacamos: 

Dona Zefina 

Bistrô 

Peixaria 

Poraquê 

Frutas 

Regionais 



Choupana 

Cozinha Regional 
Banzeiro Cozinha 

Amazônica 
Churrascaria 

Búfalo 



 Manaus has approximately 8,136 beds distributed between urban and jungle 
hotels and also offers the charming cruises the wonderful Amazonian rivers. 
 
In urban hotel, we highlight the Tropical Manaus Hotel, Manaus Adrianopolis 
Hotels, Quality Hotel Manaus, Blue Tree Premium Manaus and Caesar Business, 
among others. 
 
 
Thel Jungles hotels: Amazon Jungle Palace, Anavilhanas Jungle Lodge, Juma Lodge 
and the Amazon Ecopark Jungle. 
 
And cruises: Amazon Clipper Cruises and Iberostar Gran Amazon. 



Anavilhanas Lodge 

Jungle Palace 

Amazon Ecopark 

Juma Lodge 



Caesar Business 

Tropical Hotel 

Blue Tree 



Iberostar Gran Amazon Amazon Clippe Cruises 



 With efficient hotel 
network, the city offers a 
complete infrastructure 
for events of any size . 
With efficient and 
modern events centers: 
 

 Tropical Manaus 

 Studio 5 

 Amazon Convention 
Center 

Tropical Manaus 
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Criação e formatação: Fátima Barros 
As fotos utilizadas são meramente ilustrativas 


